Eye-C-U-Bot Character: Arms
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1. Cut out the Robot Character. Make folds (away from you) along the dotted lines, including the tabs. Fold the legs toward you and the “knees” away from you. Glue tab A to the backside of the Robot’s back. The Robot should be taking a rectangular shape.

2. Put glue on the eight small tabs (four on each side) on the sides of the top of the Robot’s head. Then glue them to the backside of the Robot’s head. Make sure you hold each one in place for a few seconds before you move on. Next, glue tab B to the back of the side of the Robot’s head.

3. Cut out the left arms. Keep them connected in the middle and fold it in half. Bend the tabs toward you then you glue the backsides of the arm (leaving glue off the tabs) together. Be sure to not glue the tabs to each other. Repeat this with the right arms. Once the arms are dry, put glue on the open tabs and glue the arms to each side of the Robot. You have your choice of two different types of arms.

Your Robot is now complete! Place him on the edge of a shelf or table, or give him as a gift!